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How can I make the most of digital media investments
to grow my brand?
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This paper draws on the teachings of Byron Sharp, Director of the Ehrenberg-Bass Institute for
Marketing Science at the University of South Australia, and applies them to Digital Media.

The teachings demonstrate how growing penetration by targeting new and light buyers is the key
to effective brand growth, and to the profitable benefits enjoyed by big brands.

The paper shows how digital media has become an important method of advertising but that
return on investment (ROI) is poor and much expenditure is inefficient and wasted.

Finally it shows how IRI has developed a new technique using geographically clustered EPOS data
to help target this activity towards light and non-buyers to improve penetration and brand growth.
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1. How brands grow and the importance of reaching light 		
buyers with your message
Byron Sharp, Director of the Ehrenberg-Bass Institute for

other measures of big brand success does not necessarily

Marketing Science at the University of South Australia,

increase penetration and even they do, they are inefficient.

turned much of the understanding of FMCG marketing on

He then simplifies the marketing task by applying this

its head when he published his book “How brands grow” in

logic to prioritising which levers to pull and where to focus

2010. His work identified some universal truths based on

attention.

empirical real-world evidence about how brands actually
perform in practice.

BRAND SIZE

INCREASE AVAILABILITY
The only way to increase penetration over time is to
grow both mental and physical availability. This means

Sharp’s first observation is that the most important

advertising and making the product easy to buy. There

determinant of brand success is brand size (based on the

are multiple ways of achieving these objectives but the

brand’s share within a defined market). Big brands are

overriding guiding principle is to focus on light buyers or

more easily able to; generate higher overall profits, benefit

non-buyers.

from economies of scale (lower unit costs), engender
loyalty and higher weight of purchase from customers, and

Specifically targeting heavy buyers (which is what many

achieve staying power to weather bad times.

price promotions, loyalty programmes, and product
customisations predominantly do) is, according to Byron
Sharp, essentially a waste of time and money. Heavy buyers
will buy anyway, and general efforts to improve mental
and physical availability will still reach them. Simple maths
shows that improving penetration amongst non- buyers
and frequency/weight of purchase amongst light buyers
works (there are much more of them and there is more
scope to grow).
All of the above applies to almost all brands in all

INCREASE PENETRATION
Sharp’s second observation is that the best way to
maximise growth (i.e. increase brand size) is to focus
on increasing penetration, the percentage of available

industries, and is based on empirical evidence from
the real world (not theories based on intuition and
supposition). His further work expanded these principles
beyond FMCG to finance, insurance and other industries.

shoppers who buy the brand in a given time period –
because all other measures follow from this. Focusing on
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2. How to advertise and grow mental availability
This paper addresses the ways in which FMCG companies

than traditional media. However brand owners have

can grow mental availability.

struggled to understand the true impact of these activities

Physical availability is the art and science of building

on sales.

distribution, maximising merchandising effectiveness, and
creating opportunities to buy.
To improve mental availability and salience, you need to
understand how FMCG companies communicate with
customers who have the greatest potential to buy more
(i.e. light buyers and non-buyers).
Traditional approaches of marketing communication were
via the mass media. These methods work either directly or
via word of mouth to create resonance with individuals and
include:
•

Outdoor advertising (Posters, Transport,
Public Display)

•

Door drops

•

Newspaper and Magazines

•

Cinema

•

Radio

•

TV

•

PR

•

Sponsorship

Historically these advertising mechanisms are fairly blunt
but the execution can be targeted in accordance with
the medium’s readership, viewership or listenership and
matched to known demographic and socio-economic
characteristics of known brand purchasers.
Digital media is a newcomer in the 21st century and makes
a new type of targeted approach possible. It takes a myriad
of forms but it is customisable and can be measured in
terms of reach of desired target market more precisely
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2. How to advertise and grow mental availability
Measuring the return on investment of these

IRI has built up a benchmarking database of ROI covering

communications can be done. IRI has carried out hundreds

the multitude of media campaigns according to different

of evaluations of media investment programmes on behalf

product sectors, media activities and brands. It’s possible

of clients using econometric regression modelling of

to compile average returns for brands in their specific

granular store-level EPOS data where the model controls

markets and figure 1 shows the average return in the UK

for marketing inputs with a great degree of accuracy. Sales

for FMCG products by principle media format over the

uplifts can be decomposed and attributed to specific

2012-16 period.

inputs and when their associated media costs are included
IRI can calculate a return on investment as £ generated for
£ spent.

Analytics show digital ROI is at the low end of efficiency

RE 1

Figure 1.

IRI ANALYTICS SHOW DIGITAL ROI IS AT THE LOW END OF EFFICIENCY

Source: IRI Benchmarks based on aggregating outputs from all Analytical Media and
Sales Uplift projects carried out for clients over the period
•

Source: IRI Benchmarks based on aggregating outputs from all Analytical Media and Digital Active projects carried out for clients over the period
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3. Digital media changes the game
The internet has caused a sea-change in people’s day to

With the marked demise in sales and viewing figures of

day behaviours with the advent of the virtual world, in

some traditional media (in particular newspapers and

particular hand-held mobile devices such as smartphones

magazines, but also TV) there has been a shift in resource

and tablets provide a new digital advertising platform with

allocation. This is driven by the increased penetration of

benefits for advertisers that include:

new digital media forms. Figure 2 shows how important
these have become and even more importantly how they

•

The possibility of targeting consumers more

are forecast to grow over the next five years.

precisely
•

The ability to measure the reach of target
consumers more accurately

•

The possibility of paying for advertising in direct
proportion to the numbers actually seeing the
advert (pay per click)

•

The only way to reach some demographics

FigureThe2.future growth of UK digital media is concentrated in digital
music streaming and mobile gaming

THE FUTURE GROWTH OF UK DIGITAL MEDIA IS CONCENTRATED
IN DIGITAL MUSIC STREAMING AND MOBILE GAMING

Source: Statista 2017
• Source: Statista 2017
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3. Digital media changes the game
Whilst measuring reach amongst target markets is, in

apply to digital media as apply to other media – the

principle, easier with digital media, advertisers have

objective has still got to be to target light and new buyers

struggled to measure the real sales impact of digital

to increase their awareness of the brand and improve

investments, so there has been a gap in understanding,

mental availability and salience, and thus increase

leading to myths and untested received wisdom.

penetration and sales.

Byron Sharp identified and debunked two big myths

If we can measure the ROI of different media activities this

about digital marketing with respect to bigger brands. The

can help us evaluate the best way to advertise. And if we

first is that the economies of scale and barriers to entry

can find ways of targeting light buyers, this will make any

associated with heavyweight TV and other traditionally

given form of digital marketing more effective at delivering

expensive media investments do not apply to digital, and

results for every pound spent.

therefore small brands have an advantage. The second is
that big brands have to invest more in digital to survive. In

Figure 3 shows some examples of IRI’s evaluations of ROI

fact the real issue for brands is that the same factors

for different types of digital media activity.

Figure 3.
MYTH

Digital advertising has
given small brands a
cheap way to reach
consumers – levelling
the playing field to the
detriment of big brands

Big brands need to
invest more in digital

REALITY

IRI ANALYTICS
SHOW DIGITAL ROI IS AT THE
And within digital there are differences in average ROI achieved.
LOW END OF EFFICIENCY

FIGURE 3

The benefit of “free” PR
and media is overvalued
- Mainly reaches heavy/
loyal buyers, even with
small brands
- Viral growth is
correlated with brand
size
Big brands need to
ensure their digital
spend is optimised.
Money is being wasted
in fraud, over-targeting
of heavy/loyal buyers
and there is a lack of
ROI information

£0.66
£0.53

£0.58
£0.56

£0.54

£0.52

£0.50

£0.47
£0.36

Source: IRI Benchmarks based on aggregating outputs from all Analytical
Media and Sales Uplift projects carried out for clients over the period
•

Source: IRI Benchmarks based on aggregating outputs from all Analytical Media and Digital Active projects carried out for clients over the period
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4. Improving the effectiveness of digital media expenditure
– purchase based targeting
Digital media advertising can in most cases be targeted

distribution gap and targeting sales efforts to gain listings

in geographical regions, using a methodology called

in those specific geographic areas and stores.

purchased based targeting. Campaigns will be more
effective at targeting light or new buyers if they are

In this way geographical under-indexing can act as a proxy

weighted towards areas where product sales under-

for poor regional penetration and associated weight of

index. IRI can create geographical target areas based on

purchase. In an ideal world marketers would have this

share underperformance after controlling for distribution.

information for their brand but in practice consumer panel

The aim is to neutralise the effect of physical availability,

data is rarely robust enough to provide this level of detail.

leaving mental availability as the primary driver of sales

So this method of geographical prioritisation is the only

performance. Stores are weighted by the number of lines

currently available method of identifying low penetration

selling in the category, and stores are excluded where

areas where penetration and sales growth will be higher

the brand itself is not distributed to ensure that any

than in over-indexed areas.

underperformance is not attributable to poor physical
Figure 4 shows how this works geographically for an actual

distribution.

brand. The client can set the parameters for over-and
Incidentally the process of identifying areas of no physical

under-indexing.

distribution results in a separate opportunity for brand
owners to improve penetration by plugging the physical

Figure 4.

The UK is broken out into areas of over-indexing,
under-indexing and no-distribution clusters.
The blue areas (under-indexing) should be the
focus of advertising to drive penetration. Red
areas (over-indexing) already have higher mental
availability and so require less advertising weight
and a tactical approach should be adopted.

With this information it is also possible to target over-performing areas if there is an identified and justifiable need to do
so, irrespective of marketing theory.
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5. Other services from IRI to help marketers improve digital
media performance
IRI has a wealth of experience in other store-group test and
control analyses and econometric regression modelling.
These can be used to evaluate the specific value of
individual or groups of advertising activity, controlling for
other drivers of sales, whether external, such as weather or
competitive activity, or internal and controlled by the brand
owner, such as distribution or sales promotion.

Figure 5.

IRI’s Media Analytic Product Portfolio
Test and
Control

IRI
SALES UPLIFT

Marketing Mix
Models

IRI
DIGITAL MODELS

Marketing Mix
Models

IRI
FULL MODELS

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

Measures 1 channel and
uses test and control
store matching to net
out variable impact

Measures media
channels but uses
modelling of variables
to net out impact

Measures many
channels including
traditional and uses
modelling of variables
to net out impact

REPORT

REPORT

REPORT

Channel only impact on
sales in matched stores.

Digital channel impact
VS other effects across
all stores in region

Full media mix breakdown
by channel
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